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INTRODUCTION: FRAMING THE METHODOLOGY OF JUSTICE, INJUSTICE AND BREXIT
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Abstract

This chapter explores, and attempts make more explicit, the diversity of methodological and analytical approaches within legal studies to Brexit as to its just or unjustness. It asks what are the diversity of perspectives and methodological approaches to Brexit and what do they tell us about the intellectual robustness of our study of Brexit? The chapter makes the case that legal issues of Brexit are challenging to explore because of different approaches to justice and injustice, and seeks to be more explicit about the existence and nature of these approaches in our study of Brexit.
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Introduction

As the heated discourses surrounding the UK’s EU referendum vote demonstrated, a wealth of diverse, diverging and contradictory perspectives exist around what Brexit constitutes and the putative or likely impact Brexit will have on individuals and groups. For some, the calling of a referendum itself was democratically unjust; to others the referendum epitomised the very essence of a just democratic process for both the UK and the European Union more widely. Likewise, extensive discussions and views continue to be espoused on the pouring of resources into the EU and how this hinders or furthers justice in terms of allocation and redistribution of resources. Relatedly, the justice and injustice of the sharing of these and other resources, amongst British citizens, EU citizens, and others in the UK territory, brings up questions concerning what kind of British, European and indeed global society we want, envisage and, is most just. It brings to the fore questions about the value and structure of the state, in a world which has, of recent decades, been more vividly constructed as globalist, interconnected, and as being of ‘beyond the state’. Brexit provokes us to consider the consequences of global governance for justice at national and international levels, as well as vice-versa, the effects of national level ideals of justice on global governance. It might invite significant reflections on what ‘new’ perspectives for Europe are or might be, what ‘justice’ is for the EU and where it fits into the EU’s manifold other crises- but this is not necessarily the same question as asking about justice and injustice and Brexit.

This book and introductory chapter explores how Brexit is intertwined with ideas of justices and injustices. The EU is the epitome of a globalised world: an organisation with a huge number of members, partners and collaborators, seeking to further common goals, with pooling of resources to address shared concerns. Much attention has been traditionally paid to the question of justices or injustices of such globalisation as regards the impact that entering into, or increasing, such global relations has on individuals or groups (as well as legal entities). This chapter intentionally analyses the reverse: that is the question of what justice is brought about by (the UK’s) withdrawal from globalisation (in the sense of its exit from EU membership).

This chapter thus considers in Section I the issues of Brexit and justice as a challenge of concept and methodology; Section II a challenge in terms of geographical boundaries and sovereignty; Section III a challenge in terms of the framing of the state; and Section IV a challenge of actors, subjects and objects. Each section offers questions for critical thought for both authors and readers alike, before bringing this together briefly in Section V. The last section finally offers some concluding reflections, after introducing readers to the overarching themes and authors chapters.
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I. Framing Brexit as a Conceptual and Methodological Challenge

Justice discourses have consistently pervaded the UK’s participation in the EU as to whether the UK’s membership of the EU provided forms of justice or injustice to UK and other citizens, or for different policy areas. The UK joined the EU in 1972. In the 1970s and 1980s, issues of injustices raised included concerns around the upholding of parliamentary sovereignty, but also opposition to EU economic policy. Despite the 1975 British referendum vote to remain in the EU, over the next four decades, opposition to EU membership grew and also became intertwined with the politics of a range of domestic concerns for the British public, which emerged prior to the Brexit context. Nonetheless, membership of the EU was also seen to have raised the prospects of justice for many groups in the UK, not least women, and third country (EU or non-EU) nationals. Whilst not having full control over redistribution of goods and resources across the EU, the EU did provide the UK with a strong framework of non-discrimination, thus extending the capacity of UK nationals (and those of other EU citizens) to live a ‘good life’ within and beyond the territorial boundaries of their country of nationality.

Conventional perspectives on justice in a globalised world focus on the effect of globalised relations on a substantive topic and/or the effects of an increase in such relations. With particular regard to Brexit, we see a reverse perspective of questions relating to justice emerge: that is what issues of justice does withdrawal from globalisation bring about? As an ethical concept, justice belongs to the realm of normative judgements about right and wrong, good and bad. This right or wrong or good or bad is about what is owed to others. Thus, like other questions of justice, perspectives on whether Brexit is ‘just’ is relational in nature. One’s actions are just or unjust in regard to the impact they have on others. However, justice is a highly contested subject, comprising of different areas as well as different approaches. Thus, whether Brexit is just or unjust (produces justices or injustices) depends on one’s perspective on justice. As De Witte usefully points out, the main point of difference between alternative conceptions of justice lies in their starting point—i.e. what they see as the aims of justice.

Brexit raises ostensibly categorised issues of justice for natural persons, and for legal persons, as well as for different policy fields such as employment, environment, health or education. Debates on the justice or injustices of Brexit have focused on, for instance, ‘who’ gets what in the substantive sense of material benefits or social goods. For example, as a sub-set of the immigration debate, Brexiteers saw EU membership as unfairly providing access to British goods to foreigners who were not seen as British, or as entitled. Strong views were expressed concerning pressures on resources and services such as housing, education and welfare benefits. The broad argument being that the UK’s participation in the EU as a global governance institution led to the overflow of EU migrants into the UK, and thus negatively affected the rights of the British to access goods and services—to which they felt they had a priority over others seen as migrants or as not belonging to the UK. These sentiments were exacerbated by the complexity of the shared EU-UK supranational governance order, whereby the state—and by extension its citizens—are by and large responsible for the funding and provision of certain goods, such as the NHS, education for under 18s, and welfare benefits. Yet, the decision to exit the EU has equally raised concerns about the loss of access to these goods for individuals who had crossed borders and set up lives in the UK, contributing taxes through employment, and embedding their family lives on UK soil.

Perspectives such as those above pertain strongly to distributive justice, in the sense of community relations, and structural justice in terms of the ways in which those community relations are structured. Thus the impact of Brexit on the NHS and other employment workforce is one example, as the question of the democratic or representative fairness of the Brexit vote vis-a-vis those whom the decision affects. This brings into play questions such as the fairness of Brexit in human rights terms, as well as structurally in terms of the potential implications of the loss of access to (or detangling from) the EU courts and the EU
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Charter on Fundamental Rights (EUCFR).

Amos argues that ‘the real diminution in human rights protection actually lies further down the track when retained EU law is converted into domestic law’, while others lament that ‘a severe loss of rights will be seen as a result of leaving the EU’. The UK government has excluded the EUCFR from the ambit of the EU Withdrawal Agreement, arguing that this is no loss as the Charter merely codified existing rights. Dupre challenges this perspective, arguing that the Charter is dynamic and ‘remarkably innovative’.

Not only did the Charter establish an up to date catalogue of human rights protection covering social, political, economic and social rights, it has also reached out to meet the needs of modern society, reflected through the development of rights relating to data protection and bioethics. As a result, the coverage of the document guarantees the potentially far-reaching protection to all people living in the EU. Besides the extensive coverage of rights, it is important to point out that the loss of the Charter will also result in the loss of a highly effective remedy of protection which has no equal in the current framework of rights protection in UK law. This is signified by important recent caselaw, which highlights that the Human Rights Act 1998 does not provide equivalent levels of protection as are guaranteed by the EU Charter.

A particular concern has also been the implications of Brexit for gender justice. Improvements in the UK’s gender equality, especially in the labour context, have resulted to a large extent from EU gender legislation. Fears now arise as to the UK’s loyalty to this advancement once it leaves the UK, including in the areas of equal pay, pensions, part-time and maternity rights, as well as the disproportionate poverty impact on women in the midst of any economic downturn arising from the UK’s exit from the EU.

One other example is that Brexit also provokes questions of climate justice. In this sense, Olawuyi talks of the loss of structural support in terms of a coordinated EU environmental framework for the UK, and the resulting fragmentation of that framework. This encourages injustices in divisions between countries and regions, eg as already exists ‘especially the North-North divide and the North-South divide’, leading to variances in environmental justice. Further, the UK’s leaving of the EU creates concerns around energy poverty for the UK, since the EU had facilitated an integrated accessible energy market across the European region.

As a result, the UK had increased its dependency on the EU market. Substantively, the UK can make less progress on its own than with the EU as a ‘regional watchdog’. The novelty of the issues surrounding exit from international organisations, whereby scholars increasingly investigate the procedural and substantive issues surrounding the unchartered and novel territories of exit indicate on a wholly practical level the
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novelty of such questions. Brexit has a range of binary frames: its vote; its negotiation sparring partners; its opposing view of divergence and convergence of EU and UK law going forward on socio-economic terms. To frame its potential impact or effects, at the time of writing, is highly problematic because largely hypothetical and mooted claims remain a constant. UK Government impact case-studies remain mired in debates as to their contestability, their comprehensiveness, their accuracy. To frame Brexit firstly arguably entails seeking an objective understanding of its meaning or its core.

The multidisciplinary nature of the Brexit analysis required arising from the tremendous legal, economic, political, socio-cultural, environmental and other related issues at stake complicates its divisive beginnings and the thorny issues thrown up by it further. One of the key features thus of understanding the methodological revolution in European Union law has been its commitment to law-in-context and to a non-doctrinal understanding of law, politics and policy. A good example of the methodological issues involved in Brexit is evidenced by the ‘UK in a Changing Europe’ research forum, which assembles multidisciplinary academics and a number of leave and remain supporters to its work as an independent source of research and analytical reflection on Brexit. The complexity and intricacy of the range of issues raised is also borne out from an analysis of law firms and chambers in the UK advertising Brexit practices, invariably bringing on board a vast array of personnel and additional interdisciplinary expertise. The multi-disciplinary nature of Brexit is important to acknowledge, and is both welcome and testing at the same time. It is welcome, because questions of the implications of Brexit are not solely legal questions, but rather, as argued in this collection, much of the debate on Brexit has been (certainly implicitly, if not expressly, framed as) about questions of justice in society, which pertains to non-legal concepts, critiques and judgments. At the same time, this is testing because law and legal research must challenge itself, methodologically, to answer these questions. This raises questions of research design, extra-legal expertise and the appropriate utilisation of the research outcomes. Doctrinal research has often been accused of ‘neglect[ing] the real world consequences of doctrinal theories’, since it focuses on technicalities and exposition of existing knowledge. However, Brexit has triggered researchers to begin from a ‘world’ challenge as a basis for research. This book is a modest contribution to raising awareness of how legal researchers approach their topics from that world problem starting point.

Contributors are asked a series of questions on their understanding of justice in their chapter:

- What does justice or injustice mean in your research?
- Whose justice is affected in your case studies?
- Does the notion/your perspectives of justice in Brexit change depending on your case study?
- Is it possible to be objective in your research as to the question of the justices or injustices of Brexit?
- How do you frame issues of injustice generally? Are they procedural or substantive? Methodological? Normative?

We also asked participants the following series of questions as a means of framing the challenges of Brexit:

- How do ‘binary’ framing issues impact on your work?
- What is the single conceptual challenge of writing about Brexit for you?
- How do you engage with issues of novelty surrounding exit from an international organisation?

Furthermore, we asked participants the following series of questions as to methodology and Brexit:

- What methodology do you adopt as to Brexit?
- How do questions of methodology differ from conceptual framing, in your view?
- What methodological challenges does your case-study hold up?
- What is evidenced-based data in your work? What do you regard as independent or objective evidence as to Brexit? Whose perspective governs how you engage with this/outline it?
- What elements of your case-study are doctrinal?
- What challenges have you found in existing literature for your capacity to prioritise your case-study? How do you relate these to be methodological?
- Do socio-legal issues inform your own understanding of your methodology?
- How is impact and effect framed in your work?
- Is your over-arching normative point influenced by any methodological point?
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II. Framing Justice and Sovereignty Claims in Brexit

A broader methodological challenge is to engage with how sovereignty is a dominant feature of the Brexit debate. It stands also as one of the most non-constructive and conflicted issues as to EU integration, and operates as a de facto and de jure framing ‘shadow’.

The UK’s vote on 23 June 2016 to leave the EU is a very important study in the idea of how the Nation State engages with sovereignty. It is probably also a useful examination of the significant conflict between the nation State, globalisation and the global legal order. It is a difficult ‘take’ on the notion of contemporary sovereignty. Britain has always famously been the ‘awkward partner’ of Europe in the eyes of many. Contemporary historians claim that Brexit is a rather more recent step in the UK’s efforts to proactively influence European cooperation. Rather, most instances of its isolationism in the past were self-induced and there are multiple legacies of UK influence on economic policy, sometimes quite protectionist. On whatever view, the UK has always had a rather muddled history in its attempts to join the European Union vetoed by the French in 1963 and 1967 on the basis that the UK saw the (then) EEC primarily as a trading bloc and was insufficiently committed to the broader project of European integration. It is also a striking example of the contours of contemporary sovereignty and perhaps also British exceptionalism. Some suggest that it is a very unsurprising outcome when a longer-term perspective is taken on the trajectory of EU integration since 1973, which has evolved radically since then from a common market project. It moves away from the view that internationalisation and global cooperation is a fait accompli of contemporary times and fits in with the narrative of Trump and other sources of rising nationalism. The preamble to the Treaty of Rome establishing the European Economic Community in 1957 resulted in the six original signatories to the Treaties declaring that they were determined to lay the foundations for an ever-closer union among the peoples of Europe. By the time a vote had been put to the peoples of the UK in June 2016, a diversity of ‘concessions’ negotiated by the UK with the EU to roll back the full weight of the free movement of persons, in particular, did not achieve popular or political agreement. Brexit was the culmination of over forty years of difficult membership of the EU for the UK, which has long been regarded as a laggard, outlier or troublesome member, with constantly wavering public support for its internal market and reasonably consistent opposition to political and economic integration of other sorts. The underlying contestation of sovereignty has been constant and ongoing in the evolution of the relationship and has never abated, however constructed.

Brexit has a highly complex history involving the British relationship with Europe over several decades, constantly marked by exceptionalism, opt outs, or referenda. ‘Punch drunk’ on sovereignty is how some have depicted Brexiteers, suggesting the intoxication of sovereignty as an idea and a fantasy in a globalised world where transnational cooperation is self-evidently necessary for a large amount of trade and services. Some even argue that leaving the EU is one of the most protectionist acts in the UK’s history, where it seeks not to be part of either a customs union or a single market of half a billion consumers. The mantra of ‘take back control’ was a core slogan of the Brexit ‘Leave’ campaign. The decision to leave
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the customs union and single market is taken with the intent of being free to negotiate trade deals with all of the world.

The alleged incompatibility of the freedom of movement of persons with the dissatisfied post-industrial northern economic blight might be one explanation of the Brexit vote. The perceived incompatibility of migration with British ‘sovereignty’ arising from overwhelmed public services unable to cope with influxes of foreigners or the alleged undercutting of British jobs by foreign workers is another. A large number of the substantive justice versus injustice concerns outlined in the methodology section above pertain to this. A further might be the intoxicating cry of ‘taking back control’ in response to the perceived restraint of European laws upon the sovereignty of the Member State(s), but again, this is only an incomplete explanation of Brexit. The geographical explanation of North versus South, young versus old, rich versus poor, urbanite versus the rest, form again further inadequate and divisionist views on Brexit, but above all entails highly only one consistent factor- that the social changes setting the stage for Britain’s historical vote took place some time ago. 35

A large amount of uncertainty on all sides was evident as to the precise benefits and disadvantages of leaving from an economic perspective. These multiple uncertainties have rolled over into the negotiations as the costs of the so-called ‘divorce’ bill. The sovereignty ‘claim’ of Brexit is one of the most vibrant case-studies in contemporary times in the global legal order and thus worthy of considerable study and reflection. Unfortunately, however, it is likely to be a claim which may easily fall short of the desired outcome for those seeking back ‘control’. Above all, there was no political or bureaucratic planning for a Leave vote and as a result there has been a scramble to amass the detail, procedure and planning needed to execute the perceived outcome of the vote.

We asked participants the following series of questions in this regard:

- How do we understand sovereignty in the contemporary global legal order?
- What is control and sovereignty in the contemporary global legal order?
- How should we understand British exceptionalism in Europe and its sovereignty claims?

III. Framing the (Rational) State: on Brexit

As already alluded to, as an act of leaving an international organisation which had strong free movement of persons requirements, Brexit brings forth questions of what kind of justice is owed to those outside of our state boundaries, and in particular, when persons who have had rights to enter these state boundaries find themselves subsequently unwelcome. The discussion about justice has often been limited to a specific territory, i.e. a nation. 36 Just as with the question of justice within a nation-state, the question of what justice means outside of the nation state, and thus whether justice should be blind to the boundaries of the nation state (cosmopolitanism) or should be confined to those geographical territories (statism) is not universal. 37 Justice issues in globalisation are linked to concerns about ‘people at a distance, transcending national borders’. 38 Justice debates in global governance are also linked to participation in structures outside of the state system. As Young explains, links to people at a distance occur through social processes, and institutions are a response to these obligations, rather than their basis. 38 Systems and fora of international relations, international law, and international organisations, limit the ability of states to act entirely autonomously. Such systems of global governance have been argued to promote justice, but equally have been argued to erode justice, or to cause injustices. The UK’s membership of the EU – ie its participation in global governance - entailed a European cosmopolitanism, which took the UK out of its nationalist comfort zone.

One of the most elementary features of Brexit has been to map out a new pathway for a State to reclaim its sovereignty having become enmeshed in a supranational legal entity. It poses many questions as to ‘rational State’ behaviour in the international legal order and also in particular issues of compliance with
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that order. Others demonstrate how treaty withdrawal has entered a new constitutional matrix. This confidence now appears increasingly fallacious. Instead, the era of exit from international organisation is exemplified by the Trump Administration; UK, EU and ECHR planned exits; and exits by African countries from the International Criminal Court, and marks an important shift in considering the behaviour of States at a global level. In this new era, the idea of the rational State actor is a much more complex and nuanced construct. It entails that a range of lens and perspectives may readily be adopted as to what Brexit is and how it may be devised.

Scholars of joint EU and Public international law have advocated notably to engage more with the constructivist challenge of Brexit, as a disruptive shift in EU-State dynamics that can only be managed through a radical rethink of its multi-level components, in trying to fight out. For example, Weiler has sought to argue vociferously for a kinder and gentler Brexit. Alternatively, Streinz has argued for the inverse application of sincere cooperation to attempt more actively to accord the UK greater competences to facilitate its desire to negotiate trade deals. The range of nuanced opinions as to how to depict the rationality of the UK in its Statist aspirations is of much significance here for our methodological lens. It demonstrates principally that the constructivist challenge of understanding the ‘rational state’ in contemporary times is more of an art than a science and that the subjects and objects of EU action shift greatly depending upon voice, time etc. Any challenge to the precepts of rational behaviour perhaps all too quickly presupposes its irrationality and its exceptional casual implications. As Francis argues exit from international organisations has entered a new legal and political era recently its coming of age. It is a context of shortcomings, weaknesses, purely hypothesised observations and difficult causal constructions. It is not a context that facilitates easy analysis thereof and has distinctive legal and political analytical strands.

These challenges have manifold consequences for analysis at micro level. Specifically, how to unpack the methodological questions of justice and injustice as to Brexit? This alone at macro level is a feat, yet alone micro level.

We thus asked contributors the following questions:

- How do you view the rational State?
- What is behavioural in your analysis?
- How do you engage with international organisations in your work?

Beyond sovereignty claims, we seek to reflect upon the conceptual notion of actorness in Brexit. Aspects of the political campaign to leave the EU may be said to be highly aligned with specific actors, who have set in motion a series of debates triggering the questions and issues arising for discussion here. It is thus from a scientific perspective use to seek to isolate the concept of actors here.

IV. Framing the Actors of Brexit

Actors arguably play a significant role in the question of whether Brexit is just or unjust. Thus, there is the question of withdrawal from the EU, and with which actor lies the prerogative to conduct this act. The Miller case recognised that the rights created by EU law meant that Parliament and not the Executive had to authorise withdrawal from the EU. This recognition was premised on the idea of justice for the individuals who currently rely on EU law rights, many of whose democratic voice is exercised through Parliament. In addition, concerns are raised around whether the withdrawal agreement would be an international agreement and therefore it and the rights therein subject to potential repeal, unless they are entrenched into UK law. Would individuals secure their rights in the withdrawal agreement before an international tribunal, having exhausted domestic remedies? There is also the question of what rights would remain for individuals, and how they would be protected. As for the rights, the loss of EU rights would certainly deprive categories of EU citizens in the UK and UK citizens across other EU member states of their EU rights, the loss of EU rights would certainly come into UK law.
law rights. Contrarily, EU nationals that have resided in the UK for decades, are married to British citizens and have children that are UK nationals received letters from the Home Office stating that they ought to make plans to leave. Additionally, those officially recognised as permanent residents are likely to suffer even more bureaucracy and uncertainty following the need to register in some form under a new system.

Particular concerns surround the separation of families, and also for the increase and unfairness of deportation orders. Brexit has already led to premature departures of EU citizens from the UK.

The framing tool of the subjects and objects of EU law may usefully be deployed in these questions to consider the conceptual challenges of Brexit and its construct. It is a procedure with unique subjects, internal to the UK, both EU and UK citizens alike. For example, its subjects may also be said to be the EU and UK itself. UK citizens in the EU may be said to form a cohort as the objects of EU law. Third country national family members and dependents etc of EU nationals in the UK also form another cohort arguably the objects of Brexit. Businesses in UK and EU affected by Brexit may fall into a range of categories, which will increasingly proliferate. Reflecting upon the subjects and objectives of Brexit may lead us to deduce a wider and more complex overlapping set of entities with interests and stakes in Brexit. It is but one example of a framing device which seeks to capture the increasingly broad subjects and objects of EU law. What may be said to be striking about existing scholarship on Brexit which outlines injustice is that it is overwhelmingly citizen-centric literature, which focuses upon the individual, the citizen, and their lost rights.

Part of the challenge methodologically of framing, taming, or naming Brexit as an intellectual process is that it has multiple subjects and objects. The UK itself will in theory transform from a subject of the Treaties qua Member state into an object of EU law. However, its likely convergence with EU rules in the future, along with its containment of the EU acquis in its domestic laws, will entail that its separation from the EU will be far from perfect or complete and is likely to amply display strong streaks of subject and object in its future relationship. Straightforwardly, the likely overlap of its place as a former Member State will be complex and reflect its tangled history. A 'State-centric' view of Brexit is, however, only one perspective; the place of the individual arguably constitutes a different view thereof. A key innovation of EU constitutional law with respect to public international law has been its radical attachment to realising rights for citizens as the subjects of EU law, thereby making a sharp break from public international law. EU citizens in the UK will become a distinctive and different set of subjects of a Withdrawal Agreement, with nuances in terms of temporal rights, their adjudication, enforcement and their shifting statuses over time. It remains to be seen what statuses UK citizens in the EU will be able to retain. UK and EU Businesses, traders, companies, corporations etc also constitute a distinctive demographic or constituency who will also experience shifts in status depending upon the nature of the agreement reached and the alignment of the UK to EU rules.

We proposed the following set of questions to contributors:

- Who is the subject of your work in terms of actors? The object?
- Who do you understand to be the actors who are the central subject and object of Brexit? How does the delineation of actors assist you or hinder your work?
- Are there overlapping subjects and objects in your work? What causes this overlap? How can you reflect more explicitly upon this overlap?

V The challenges of research into Brexit: concluding thoughts

The above sections have sought to identify some of the challenges to our (legal) analytical and methodical understanding of the justices and injustices of Brexit. They have made the case that legal issues of Brexit are challenging to explore because of these different approaches, and seek to be more explicit about the existence and nature of these approaches in our study of Brexit. Conceptually, Brexit analysis will lead to an array of conclusions about its justices or injustices because the concept of justice itself is subject to a range of interpretations and starting points. Brexit also entails significant elements of mystery and unpredictability, given that, unlike the general trend of EU studies to date which have concerned our understanding of the creation and strengthening of participation in international organisations, we are exploring the novel perspective of withdrawal from an international organisation. Methodologically, Brexit analysis is testing, because to understand Brexit from the perspective of justice, will often require approaches beyond a traditional doctrinal one, and require legal researchers to embrace more
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complicated multidisciplinary research methods.

As an act of withdrawal from an international organisation, Brexit provokes further critique of the importance of national sovereignty in the twenty first century. Whilst we have seen, in recent years, a proliferation in participation in international organisations and exit therefrom or defunding thereof (e.g. from the International Criminal Court to the World Trade Organisation), Brexit is a stark reminder, that this trend cannot and must not be taken for granted but is also taking place in parallel with many other populist movements against international organisations. Brexit thus requires us to take even more seriously the need to critique the means through which actors in national and international contexts can achieve their common goals, whilst facing ongoing hostility from the very partners purporting to be part of the common group. Likewise, debates on Brexit remind us that, in assessing justices and injustices, the state is not only – or predominantly – seen through the lens of the geographical nation, but that a fuller critique cannot ignore the transnational dimensions to the state. Finally, our understanding of the challenges of Brexit must also consider – and are influenced by – our perspectives on the relevant actors, be they subjects or objects, or perpetrators or victims.

Sections I–IV have explored a few – by no means – exhaustive – ways in which Brexit is intertwined with ideas of justices and injustices. The remainder of the book consists of more detailed exploration of some of the sub-topics of the Brexit debate. They cover issues from trade to human rights, from labour to health, from national sovereignty and geographical territory, to our understanding of the national and supranational in today's globalised world. We turn now to an introduction to each of the remaining substantive chapters of the book.

Organisation of the book project

The book is organised into three distinct sections, correlating to the four thematic strands outlined here which the contributing authors have been asked to address throughout their contributions where feasible. Overall, Section I considers aspects of Governance and Brexit and draws upon the broadest thematic strands and widest notions of justice and its public administration. Section I includes a diversity of perspectives on theoretical aspects of justice and injustice and the relationship between the analytical and methodological. Section II analyses Citizens and Vulnerable persons rights and Brexit and sets out a range of casestudies which reflect upon practical issues and implications for individuals. The Section sets out many casestudies pertaining to the diverse subjects and objects of Brexit, all of which engage explicitly with the thematic strand, whilst Section III assesses Globalisation and Brexit, and engages in holistic assessments of contemporary global trade, political theory and globalisation with respect to Brexit. There, contributors assess in general terms the geopolitical understandings of Brexit with respect to justice, taking a large-screen lens at the nature of Statehood in the global legal order and the action of exit from a supranational organisation.

An outline of chapters per section follows next.

Conclusions

As the heated discourses surrounding the UK's EU referendum vote demonstrated, a wealth of diverse, diverging and contradictory perspectives exist around what Brexit constitutes and the putative or likely impact Brexit will have on individuals and groups, most of which may not be fully measurable for a very long time. Analyses of Brexit in legal studies brings up questions surrounding both substantive claims regarding the justices and injustices of Brexit, as well as about the robustness of our methodological approach to this contemporary and highly complex and divisive process.

The novelty of issues surrounding exit from international organisations indicate on a wholly practical level the novelty of framing rational state behaviour in a broader context. Brexit has a range of binary frames: its vote; its negotiation sparring partners; its opposing view of divergence and convergence of EU and UK law going forward on socio-economic terms which necessitate wider lenses. To frame Brexit arguably entails seeking an objective understanding of its meaning or its core. We are argue that methodologies of justice provide a ‘thick’ substantive core for this exercise.

Brexit provokes us to consider the consequences of global governance for justice at national and international levels, as well as vice-versa, the effects of national level ideals of justice on global governance and this project thus attempts to engage at many levels with frames and paradigms, as to the State in the contemporary legal order, globalisation and sovereignty, amongst other themes.
This project thus seeks overall to make more explicit the methodological and analytical tools used in legal studies on Brexit, and thus to shed light on the strengths of our critiques on who and what Brexit is a just option for. The book project has methodology central to its core. It thus renders the project less time-bound and more inter-disciplinary and multi-disciplinary thereby enabling deeper engagements with others, within the UK and well beyond.